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Security Detail

“Tying up loose ends” takes on new meaning.

Never again fumble for your phone—or any of the other wayward gadgets that gather at the bottom of your carry-on. Thanks to a matrix of elastic straps, Cocoon’s GRID-IT! system makes storing miscellanea (and saving space) a cinch: Simply lift and tuck. Customize the configuration that works best for you, then slip it into your suitcase. GRID-IT! stands up to a good shaking, so you’ll have no worries about objects shifting during flight. Still not satisfied? Opt for the line’s Wrap series, which includes a neoprene sleeve for your laptop or tablet, or Cocoon’s supremely svelte SLIM Backpack, featuring a 3.5-inch profile and an extra large GRID-IT! $10-$80; cocooninnovations.com

Morning

Wake up on the right side with this iPad app designed to streamline your a.m. routine. Prefer the weather forecast with your coffee? A glance at the news of the day? Morning allows you to create a customized dashboard, including reminders, a traffic report, stock data—even a countdown to that well-deserved vacation. $4; iPad